INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE

2015-2016 FALL SEMESTER APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS (EVENING EDUCATION):

Graduate students for Our Institute’s Departments will be accepted in 2015-2016 Fall Semester. Candidates should complete their membership procedures on the address of http://enstitu.hacettepe.edu.tr/aday.jsp. They must take the output of the application form via the system. The following documents with the output of application form are required to deliver Our Institute’s Student Affairs Office between 01.06.2015-26.06.2015. Applications with incomplete documents are not accepted. Certified copies of documents are required during registration to the program. Before or after the evaluation process, the application documents are not possible to return back.

Note: After candidates will submit their applications to Hacettepe University, Institute of Science and Technology, Beytepe-Ankara address, they must take the pictorial and certified entrance documents to the interview from there.

REQUIRED DOCUMENTS:

1-) A certified copy of Diploma or Graduation Certificate.
2-) Transcript containing Graduation Degree (Transcript)
3-) One portrait
4-) A photocopy of birth certificate
5-) 2 Reference Letter (in a sealed envelope signed by mouth)
6-) The document of ALES and foreign language is not required.

Note: The fee per credit for evening education programs will be 300 TL.